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In case of the procedure called quick-response overexcitation, the exci
tation of the synchronous generator is raised suddenly well over the working 
value. This is necessary in short-circuits, or switching operations accompanied 

by great reactive power consumption (e. g. selfsynchronization). The sudden 
increase of excitation is generally realized by short-circuiting the exciter field 
rheostat (Fig. 1). The aim of quick-response overexcitation is to re-establish 
the network voltage by raising the generator excitation, to facilitate the acce
leration of asynchronous motors; slown dO'wn to the 'working speed, and so 
to produce from the point of view. of network stahility a faVOl1rable effect. 

Author in the Institute of Electrical Power Research mapped out a 

quick-response overexciting equipment. Description of the equipment and 
its operation is not dealt with here, as this may be found in other places [1,2,3]. 
The present article discusses only some questions concerning quick-response 
overexcitation and especially examines the conditions of quick-response 
overexcitation, in which the synchronous generator is in no case exposed to 
inadmissible load. 

1. Questions of overheating. Time of quick-response overexcitation 

From the point of view of overheating of the rotor and stator the quick
response overexcitation has not a great importance. This - as will he shown 
below - is mainly due to the fact that the quick-response overexcitation 
la!3ts relatively for a short time. 

1.1. Overheating of the rotor 

The overheating per second, neglecting the heat transfer (in case of 
copper wire) may be computed by formula 

1 

160 
or 

1 

140 
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where i is the currcnt density. The first formula refers to a smaller (about 
50° C), the second to a greater (about 130 ... 140° C) initial temperature. 

At rated operation of the generator (in case of rated stator voltage), 
stator current and at the "worst po"wer factor prescribed the currcnt density 
in the exciting coil of the rotor may be taken exaggeratedly 6 Ajmm2• If the 
relation of overexcitation is 2, the maximal cnrrent density is i max = 12 Ajmm2, 

i. e., the overheating is about 1'0 C/sec. If the duration of the quick-response 
oyerexcitation is limited to 15 sec, the temperature of the rotor increases 
only with 15~ C. But in most cases quick-response oYel'excitation "will end 
in a considerably shorter time, after some seconds, so the thermal load of 
the rotor will become much smaller. (By changing to exciters with unsaturated 
poles and raising the relation of overexcitation e. g. to 2,5 we can count on 
a temperature rise of 1,6 0 C;'sec. Limiting the maximum duration of overex
citation to 9-12 sec, the overheating of the rotor would furthermore not 
exceed the valne of 15-20° C.) 

1.2. Overheating of the stator 

Standards prescribe that every rotating machine must "withstand with
out damage the 11/2-times of the rated current, starting from a 'warm state. 
On the basi~ of the identical overloss (corre"ponding approximately to an 
identical overheating) the following equation may be written for the stator 
currents [4] : 

(1,52 - I) 120 [sec] 

from which 

12 
11 
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On the basis of the formula above we obtain for some of the overcnrrent values 
the times included in Table 1. 

The short-circuit ratio of turbogenerators is between 0,5-0,8, the field 
current at rated load is 3 ... 2-times of that at no-load, so the steady-state 
current of a three-phase terminal short-circuit is 0,5 . 3111 = 1,51m resp. 
0,8 . 21n = 1,61tl' If the ratio of overexcitation is 1,8-times, a steady-state 
three-phase short-circuit current of 1,8 . 1,6In = 2,881n (if 2,5-times, then 
2,5 . 1,61n = 41n) is produced. 

So according to Table I, resp. to the above formula, neglecting the 
subtransient, transient, as well as the d. c. short-circuit current components, 
hut at the same time calculating with the maximum steady-state short-circuit 
cnrrent, the duration of the quick-response overexcitation may he about 
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Table 1 

Time of overload in function of the oyerCurrellt 

liln 1,5 2,5 3 

t [sec] 120 50 28,5 18,7 10 

20 sec (resp. 10 sec). In view of the fact, that the value of the two-phaf3e steady
state short-circuit current is about 1,6-times that of the three-phase one, 
considering a two-phase short circuit, from the point of view of the stator 
a duration of 8 sec (ref3p. 4 sec) -would be permissihle for the overexcitation. 

The ahove calculations are informative. For a given machine with full 
knowledge of the permissihle overheating;;, maximum duration of the quick
response overexcitation can and must he detcrmined exactly. 

2. Experimental determination of the factors figuring in the quick.response 
overexcitation 

Before realizing the quick-response overexcitation at a certain synchron
ous generator unit, th(' ceiling voltage of the exciter, the maximum field 
CErrent of the synchronous generator must he predetermined as well as how 
quickly the values mentioned are estahlished after the start of quick-response 
ovel'excitation. It is the most advisahle to clear the ahoY(:' questions experi

mentally. 
Measurement may he effccted as follows [4:]: All the three tcrminals 

of the de-energized generator must he short-circuited, afterwards excitation 
mlist he increased until an approx. rated current appears in the "tator circuit. 
Short-circuiting all resistances in the field circuit of the exciter (Fig. 1), 
development of stator current, rotor current and rotor voltage is recorded 

by oscillograph (Figs. 4 and 5). 
In the meantime we would like to mention that at the set-up test of the 

quick-response overexciting equipment a similar measurement may be effected 
and at this time also the self-time of the quick-exciting equipment (the time 
elapsing from the hreakdown of the stator voltage up to the closing of the 
contacts of the quick-response overexciting contactor) can he determined. 

It is advisahle to control by calculation the development of the quan
tities tested, too. 

2.1. Simplified calculating method for determination of the quantities 
figuring in the quick-response overexcitation 

Some remarks are made concerning the course of the oscillogram;;. 
The physical explanation of the occurring processes is complicated hy the 

5 Periodica Polytechnica El Hi". 
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presence of magnetic saturation, remanence and eddy currents. In first appro
ximation we neglect their effect. If we also neglect the small stator resistance 
of the generator, the phenomena taking place in the "dil'ect axis" of the 
machine are ilHlependent of those occurring in the "quadrature axis" [5]. 
\Vith the presumed ncglections, the equiyalent circuit for the direct axis 

b) 

Fig. 1. Schematic circuit diagram of the 
quick-response overexcitation. a) Exciter 
with separate excitation; b) exciter with 

shunt excitation 

Fig. 2. Direct-axis circuit diagram of 
the generator with short-circuited statOl" 

of the machine, 'with short-circuited stator, may be seen 011 Fig. 2; the mutual 
inductancc between the rotor and stator circuits is Lad, the leakage inductance 
of thc stator coil is Ls, that of the field coil is Lf , its resistance is Ri' lattcr 
quantities are, similarly to the transformers, related to thc stator. Id is the 
direct-axis component of the stator current (being absolutelv reactiYe bv 

~ . . 
neglecting the stator resistance), * If is the current in the field circuit of the 

,. The current Id determines only the envelope-curve of the stator current. The phase
currents thelllseh-es are [7] : 

Ia = Id cos (wot 

10 = Id cos (wo t 

00) Iq sin (U)o t + 8 0) = Id cos (wo t -:- 00) 

00- 2;) _ Iq sin (Wo t + 00- 2~') = 

( 

');r ) = Id cos wot + ° - T 

( 
')71) 

= Id cos Wo t + 00 + T. 
° ...L 2:7 ') 

0: 3 

Here in the right-side figures, the relation Iq = 0 was already taken into consideration. 
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generator, Uj is the field yoltage, latter two quantities are abo related to 
the stator. 

Thc change in the field currcnt occurring under the effect of the change 
in the field yoltage L.I Uj : 

(1) 

Let us introduce the following time constants: 

(2) 

the transiellt no-load time constant, and 

(3) 

the transient short-circuit time constant. Evidently, 

(4) 

where 
(5) 

IS the synchronous reactance and 

(6) 

the transient reactance. 
Considering these, wc get from (1) : 

1 
(7) 

pT~+ 1 

The challge in the direct-axis component of the stator current according to 

Fig. 2 : 

(8) 

5* 
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On the basis of (7) and (8) 

where -Xad = Wo Lad' 

1 
L1Id =----

pTd+ 1 
(9) 

Supposing the terminal voltage of the pilot exciter to be comtant, the 
quick-response oYerexcitation, i. e. short-circuiting the exciter field rheostat 
(in Fig. la R j ) has an effect as if -we connected to the field coil of the main 
exciter a voltage equal to the voltage L1 [;-eO, which existed between the ter
minals of the rheostat before the short circuit. Consequently, a ehange of 
current takes plaee : 

1 
(10) 

where Le is the full inductivity of the field-circuit of the main exciter, Re is 
its resistance and Te Le/Re is the time constant of the excitation system. 
The change of internal voltage* (with an approximation: of its terminal 
voltage) mav be expressed as follows: 

(11) 

where L1 Ujoo is the change of voltage occurring in the main exciter effected 
by the steady-state current change in the field circuit: L1 Ujco = kL1 Ueo/Re. 
The change in the field current of the generator on the basis of (7) and (11) is 

1 

pTd.L 1 
(12) 

'while the change in the envelope-curve of the :::tator current from expressions 
(9) and (11) is : 

1 
L1Id = -----

pTe 

1 Xa~ L1Ujx 

1 Xd R j 

(13) 

The time functioni' 'with the expansion theorem [5] are: the change in the 
field voltage from relation (ll) : 

(14) 

'" Internal voltage is equal in magnitude to the e. m. f., but opposite in sign. 
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the change in the field current from expression (12) : 

(15) 

th(' change in the enyelope-cu:rve of the stator current from relation (13) : 

(16) 

-where 

(17) 

Td et/Tit - re e-f/Te 
FftJ = 1- T'ct r;, 

Fig, 3, The function F(T) =c F(tITd) in case of different parameter;. {) = Te/Td 

Consequently, the field voltage alters according to onc, the rotor and 
stator current according to t"WO time constants. 

On Fig. 3 the function F(t) determining the process of current changes 
i~ shown fOl~ different time-constant ratios off} = Te;T~. It is noted that ~bv 
introducing the relatiye time T = t/T;i, the function F(t) may be expresse~l 
in the follo"wing general form: 

F(T) = 1 -
1 -- {} 

(18) 

As can also be seen from Fig. 3, the time constant Te of the field circuit 
of th(' exciter has primarily an effect on the initial section of the curye F(t). 
On the basis of the set of CUI'YeS it can he stated that if the time constant 
Te is a fracture of T~ (f) = 1/3, , .1/5), an important gain cannot be realized 
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by reducing the time con8tant Te. Con8equently, the efficiency of the quick
response overexcitation is only slightly influenced by the time constant Te 
of the excitation system. Thi;; is ever. mort' supported by the fact that in 
ca;;e of asymmetrical, or distant symmetrical short circuits, the yalu(' of time 
constant T,; becomes greater: 

T' d T" .. A. ao· 
- (] 

\\ here Xli is the reactance heing characteristic of the asymmetrical, or the 
distant symmetrical short circuit. 

Fig:. ·1. Change of the field voltage. stator current and fipld current of a gellNtltor with short
circuiter! stator during quick-response overexcitation 

2.2. Comparison of the results of calculations and measurements 

Checking of the formula deduced was made by the oscillogrami' of Figs. 4 
and .3, on which the stator current, field current and field \"ohagt' can be 
"een [6]. 

Fig.4a shows the oHH'xciting, Fig. 4b the de-exciting process, Fig. ;) 
the oyerexciting and de-exciting process for some cases. Table 2 inform:, 
about the yalues measured at different times on the basis of the oscillograms. 
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Rccords refcr to a two-pole, Ganz OF 760 ;.< 1900/2 typc, 10 }IVA 
Tated output, 5750 V rated yoltage, 1000 A rated current (powcr factor 0,7), 
star-coIlnected turhogenerator. For information datu of the main exciter 
arc: type EGS 390,220, 120 V, 6.50 A, 3000 r. p. m., 6 poles; data of the 

Fig. 5. Changp in the field yoltage. stator current and field current of the generator with si1ort
circuitcd stator during fluick-respolbe oycrexcitatioll 

pilot excitcT are as ft·lio,,·,.: EG 180'60, 120 V, 12 A, 3000 1'. p. m., ..J. poles. 
On the no-load characteristic of the generator a field currC'nt I j = HiS A 

helongs to the Un = 5750 Tated phase-to-phase yoltage of the statol'. On tlw 
short-circuit characteristic of the generator a field current of about I j = 29.:1 A 

helongs to the In = 1000 A rated stator currcnt. 
Calculations were made u5ing the expressions (H), (15), (16) and (17). 

Though equatioll5 (H) and (15) refer strictly to the quantitieE' rdated tu 

Table 2 

SUIlunary of the quick-responsc oyerexcita tio Il nlea~llrenlPlltf' 

Fig. ·L Fig. S. 
~~--~~~"--

I, L'j L C.' 
A .. \ Y . \ \ . 

IJ 29·1 980 38,.1 u: 191 2!l 

810 2-180 12:3 ';'3.5 22:30 1z(' 
O\'erexcita tioIl .) 9-10 3100 123 9.).5 :3] 10 12~ 

:3 960 3250 1') ., 
.;...) 970 ::\290 IH 

-1 960 32::;0 12::\ 970 3320 12·1 

I) 960 3250 123 970 ::\320 12·1 

·125 1570 .If) 320 12,,0 20 

De-excitatioIl .) 3-10 1200 -10 195 ,·15 20 
" 325 1080 .H) 161 610 20 " 
-1 315 1060 .J.O 1.51,1 550 ~(l 
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the stator, they can also be used for determining the real change in the field 
voltage and field current. 

Tests showed that the ceiling voltage of the main exciter was 123 ... 124 Y. 
So in the first case Ll Ujoo = 123 V -- 38,4 Y = 84,6 V, and in the second one 
Ll Uj x = 124 V - 20 Y = 104 V. 

The resistance of the field coil is 0,112 Q at a temperature of 31 8 C. 

If temperature of the rotor is assumed to be about 65° C during thc test:;, 
the resistance of the field coil is about 0,127 ... 0,125 Q. Consequcntly, the 
steady-state change in the field current effected by the steady-state change 

in the field voltage is Lllj", = Ll Ujoc : R j = 84,6 V: 0,127 Q = 666 A, and 
Jljoc = Ll Ujoc : R j = 104 V: 0,125 Q = 832 A, resp. 

As in thc case of a short-circuited generator a statol' cuneut of 1000 A 
belongs to a field current of 294 A, in the first case a change in statol' current 

of J Id", = 2270 A helongs to a change of field CUlTl'Ilt of Llljoc = 666, and 
in the second case a change in stator currcnt of Jldoo 2830 A conesponds 
to a change in the field curl'ent Llljex. = 832 A. 

With the ahove data, using Te = 0,25 sec and T~ = 0,5 sec, on the hasis 
of the formulas (14). (15), (16). and (17) we computed the value of Ll Uj , 

.d I j and .JI d in function of time. To compare the calculations and measurements 
Figs. 6 and 7 were drRwn for the first, and the second case, resp. On hoth 
figures the dashed lines show the results of calculations, while the continuous 

CUl'ves 'wel'e cll'awn on the hasis of the oscillogl'am records of Figs. 4· and 5. 
Coincidence may by regarded to he good in spite of the neglections made 
during the calculation. So the simplified calculating method discussed above 
iliay be 'well used for the pl'eliminary estimation of the quantities, important 
fl'om the point of view of quick-re8ponse overexcitation. 

2.3. Remarks regarding the process of the quantities tested 

On the basis of the discussed calculations, some comments may hc made 
in connection 'with the proce5s of the quantities recorded by oscillograph. 
It can be ohsel'ved that the voltage Uj reaches its steady-state value in case 
of ovel'exeitation in a longer time than at de-excitation. This is duc to the 
fact that in case of overexcitation the value of the time constant Te is 

hut in case of de-excitation it is smallel' : 
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In case of de-excitation, according to the time constant T; the current tH!

and also the envelope-curve of the stator cunent .dId - is nearer to a purely 
exponential curve, depending only on one time constant T~. 
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Fig. 6 Comparison of the results of calculations and measurements 
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Fig, 7. Comparison of the results of calculations and measurements 

It can be also obseryed that during de-excitation all quantities recorded 
tend to a somewhat greater yalue than the initial one. This is due to the resid

ual magnetism. 
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3. The electrical processes of the generator if its circuit hreaker works 
during quick-response o-verexcitation 

W-e have also to answer the question, whether it is not dangerous from 
the point of yiew of tht' generator if its circuit breaker works in an oyer
excited state. 

3.1. If quick-response oFerexcitatioll is maintained 

Investigation i" only carried oHt for simplified ca"es. Let liS assume that 
the generator wa:;: "hort-circliited merely through an extcrnal ){lc reactance 
(so that rcsistance;; of the stator circuit are neglected, conseqnently, the equi
(valent circuit of the direct axis can he further on used for onr calculations 

(Fig. 2) - if the neglections made in paragraph 2,1. arr henceforward accepted) 
and so only the operational inductance pLlo according to the external Teactance 
XI;: must be connected in series 'with the operational inductance pLs. In addi
tion, let us suppose the quick-response overexciting equipment had worked, 
and the steady-state condition took place. con:3equently, in the field circnit 
a LlIjoo current flo·ws. 

Now the steady-state direct-axis component of the stator current',;: 
envelope-curve is 

(19) 

the current of the quadrature-axis IS zero: 

Iq = O. (20) 

x ow assuming, for example. that under the effect of the protective 

devices the circuit hreaker of the generator operates, hnt the automatic de
energizing eqliipment does not and the quick-response oyerexcitation also 
maintains itself: cons tantly Ufcc = const. Breaking the stator current is 
equivalent with the operation of a current generator in the short-circuiting 
hranch, giving a Cl.irrent of -Id",' On the basis of the superposition theorem, 
current will he zero in the stator circuit: 

(21) 

while (considering Fig. 2), in the magnetizing branch a current of 

(22) 



flows, as the branch of the exciting circuit mltst he short-circuited (Ufo, =,0), 
whcn calculating the superpositional current. Taking into comideration (19) : 

(23) 

and, using the expanEion theorem [5], from rxpl'ession (23) thr time func
tion is : 

(24) 

To the superpositiunal current Imd mu:"t be added the initial current 

(25) 

originally estahlished 111 the magnetizing bl'anch. Con:"idering (19), 

(26) 

while the total current appearing in the magnetizing branch, from relations 
(24) and (26) : 

Im == Imo ___ ~_~ad_ 
Lie + Ls --;- Lad 

(27) 

Con:3idering expresEions (5) and (6), after some algebraic transfol'mation: 

(28) 

The direct-axis component of the resulting flux linkage of the stator (according 
to Fig. 2) : 

(29) 

and now the quadrature-axis component /f'q IS zero: 

(30) 

as Iq = O. Considering expressions (21) and (28), from (29) we get 

- et Ta,) L I-
x- --L X- ad j"'. 

d I - " , 

(31) 
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The fundamental equations of the syn'chronous machine are [7] : 

Ud = P 'Pd - (1)0 'Pq +RId 

Uq = Wo 'Pd + P 'ljJq R Iq. 

Considering expressions (20), (21), (30) : 

Ud=P~'d 

Uq = Wo 'Pd' 

(32) 

(33) 

Differentiating the expression (31) of the flux-linkage If'd' respectively, multiply
ing it by wo' we may be convinced that (even at the initial time) the voltage
component U d is by an order of magnitude smaller, than the voltage compo
nent Uq, therefore it is neglected. Introducing on the basis of expression 

(34) 

the maximum voltage Uooo obtainable by qUick-response over excitation on 
the generator at no-load, on the basis of expressions (31), (33) and (34) finally 
we get* 

U q (35) 

In the steady-state condition 

(36) 
at the initial time 

(37) 

(It is to be noted that having also considered the effect of the damping coil, 
or that of the solid iron, we would have got another expression instead of (35) -
and instead of (37) the following relation would he valid: 

(38) 

For comparison, let us compute also thc terminal voltage having been estab
lished before the interruption of the short-circuit current. Let us substitute 

Uq giycs only the enyelope·curvc of the stator voltage, the stator voltage itself is : 
U" Uq sin (wot 00)' etc. 
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into expression (29) of the flux linkage lPd the expressions (19) of Id = Ideo 

and If = If'" : 

Considering expressions (33), (34) and (39), finally: 

U4C! 

It-------------------==~~ 

!J' ,U" uq", 

1=0 !'=o -t,t' 

(39) 

(40) 

Fig. 8. Change of the envelope-curve of the stator voltage in case of operation of the circuit 
breaker during short circuit and quick-response overexcitation 

Cune 1. Quick-response overexcitatioll maintains itself unchanged: Cune 2. Quick-respome 
overexciting equipment works and stops quick-response overexcitation 

On the basi5 of the above it may be stated that in maintenanee of the 
quick-response overexcitation, the terminal voltage grows at the initial time 
after the interruption of the short circuit from the value Uqo given by (40) 

to a vallle U" given by expression (38), being the so-called voltage behind the 
subtransient reactance, and after some cycles it corresponds to a voltage 
U' given by (37), being the so-called voltage behind the transient reactance. 
Later the voltage grows according to the transient no-load time constant 
T'ao and finally reaches the maximum voltage Uoce (see Fig. 8). 

In the foregoing we only gave a qualitative picture of the processes, 
having neglected the saturation. As by quick-response overexciiation an 
ahout 4· ... 5-times greater field-cllrrent, than that at no-load can be obtained, 
without satllration the no-load voltage would also grov,r in the same proportion. 
But on the basis of the no-load characteristic of the generators it may be 
stated that on account of the saturation the terminal voltage 'would reach 
only 1,5 ... 1,6-times of the rated stator voltage (Fig. 8 'was drawn in this 
consideration). As this value may be dangerous from the point of view of 
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insulation, it must be assured in all cases that at the 'work of the circuit 
breaker the process of quick-response overexcitation should stop. Fortunately, 
there is a time for interyention, as in the first cycles the yoltage U' behind 
the transient reactance is competent (which, even in the woret case is not much 
greater than the rated yoltage), 'while the terminal yoltagc 'would reach the 
too high Uo", yoltage after a longcr time (after :::ome seconds). 

3.2. If the quicl.--response overexcrtuzg equipment operates 
automatically 

In the following the processes will be examined occurring in case of ope
ration of the quick-response overexciting equipment too, when the circuit 
breakcr interrupts the short-circuit current. According to the operating value 
and the holding ratio of the equipment, when reaching a certain voltage, the 
contacts of the voltage-dip relay separate and break the circuit of the quick
response ovcrexciting contactor. According to the release time of the contactor, 
the R~ field rheostat is again inserted after a certain delay (Fig. la), where 
R; ,/ Rn as during the quick-response oyelexcitation the value of the rheostat 
could have changed (e. g. because the automatic voltage regulator sets another 
value). Let us assume the terminal voltage of the generator to be U qi at this 

initial time. The flux linkage is then V1di = Uqi!wo' while the magnetizing 
current 

Imi= L 
ad 

(41) 

Insertion of R; ha::: :::uch an effect as if we connected Cl - J U;o yoltage - equal 
in magnitude to the yoltage arising at the terminals of the field rheostat just 
after the ineertion - to the field coil of the main exciter. Consequently, 
a change of current of 

1 

pT~ -:- 1 

takes place, 'where R~ = Re + R; and T~ = Le;R~. 
The change in yoltage of the main exciter is 

LlU! 

where Ll Uj", = k J U~o/Rc' 

JU' 
kLlI'= ---~ 

e pT~ 1 

Change of the field current is : 

LlI! 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 



and considering (43) : 

LlIj 
1 

T' ~ 1 Pe, 

1 

pTdO + 1 

The time function by aid of the expansion theorem [5] : 

where 

JIj= -F'(t') Ll 
Rj 

= F'(t') LlJ'. . Jx ' 

e t· T; 
F'(t') = 1- -.-'-----------. 

T~o T; 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

The fun magnetizing current with addition of expresEions (41) and (46) 

Im JIj = Imi - F'(t') JIjoc (48) 

while the quadrature-axis stator yoltage : 

(49) 

'where LlU~co = Wo Lad J~co' 
In the steady-state, on the basis of (49) and (47) : 

(50) 

From the foregoing it may be stated that the quick-response oYer
exciting equipment, stopping the process of oyerexcitation, redl1ces the 
terminal yoltage of the generator from the maximum Uqi yallie (where 

U I < Uqi ~ Uo"" though Uqi is perhaps somewhat greater, than the rated 
voltage of the generator) to a non-dangerous yalue determined by (50) (Fig. 8). 
It must be noted that the time constant TdO is by an order of magnitude 
greater, than the time constant T~, therefore the process of stator yoltage 
with a good approximation instead of (49) may be expressed by 

U = U - (1- e- t T d,).1U' q C;l q:::' (51 ) 

3.3. If the automatic de-energizing equipment lS in operation 

Finally, 'we 'would mention that dl1ring the quick-response overexeitatioll 
the automatic de-energizing equipment can work, too. Assuming the field 
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current to be I j ", and the de-exciting resistance R z to be paralleHy inserted 
into the exciting circuit of the generator, 'while the exciter providing the excit
ing voltage is disconnected. As the exciting circnit of the generator has an 
indnctivity, in the first instant the field current remains unchanged and 
produces a voltage Ij",R z on the rcsistance RI' It must be controlled, if this 
voltage is not dangerous from the point of view of the rotor-insulation of the 

generator. 
Naturally, after the operation of the automatic de-exciting equipment 

the field current decreases to zero, therefore the terminal voltage of the no
loaded generator, as 'wen as the stator current of the short-circuited generator, 

decreases to zero. 

4. Conclusions 

On the basis of thc aforesaid, as to the development of the quick-response 
Dverexciting equipment, the foIlo'wing conclusions may be drawn. 

1. Under normal conditions quick-response overexcitation establishes 
no dangerous thermal loads from the point of view of the rotor nor that of 
the stator of the generator. Nevertheless, it is advisable to limit the maximum 
dnration of quick-response overexcitation, to ayoid exaggerated heating even 

in extraordinary cases (continuous breakdown, fault of protection). 
2. The effect of quick-response oyerexcitation preyails completely only 

after a certain delay and after the termination of a certain process. Therefore, 
in case of a sudden short-circuit, quick-response oyerexcitation does not at 
all influence the initial subtransient current governing the dynamical forces, 
and scarcely the transient current; it only incrt'ases the steady-state short

circuit current. 
3. If the quick-response overexcitation is maintained, eyen after the 

operation of the circnit-hreaker of the generator, dangerous overvoltages may 
rise in the generator. Therefore, 'when the circuit-hreaker 'works, care must 
he taken to stop quick-response overexcitation. If at these times quick-response 
oyerexciting equipment stops the overcxcitatioll, the increase in voltage will 
not become dangerous. 

4. The de-energizing resistance must be checked from the view-point, 
if an exaggerate voltage did not rise in the fidd circuit of the generator, 

'when during quick-response oyerexcitation the automatic de-energizing 

equipment had worked. 
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Summary 

The article examines the conditions prescribed for the quick-response overexcitation, 
assuring, that the synchronous generator is in no case exposed to an exaggerate stress on 
account of quick-response overexcitation. The questions of overheating, the electrical 
processes of the generator due to quick-response overexcitation: the process of currents 
and voltages, are discussed in details. 
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